Good morning. We do continue to see an increase in scholarship applications we have some very active DeMolay members, and they are quite intelligent as well. The committee did not concentrate on grades as much as they did the DeMolay activities the boys participated in. The basic criteria is their participation in chapter activities since they joined DeMolay. After their Chapter activities, then we look at community service then grades. Last year we awarded 42 scholarships for a total of $40,000. This year we are increasing the number of scholarships awarded to 52 applicants due to the increase in funds available to close to $46,000.

The committee received copies of the applications and scored them independently from each other. We then added scores together and the scholarships for this year are as follows:

$2,500.00 each
Chandler Robert Gordon of Arizona
James Patrick Steven Green of Florida

$1,100.00 each
Luke Benjamin Ceja of Southern California
Iain G Ennis of Colorado
Patrick John Eiswerth of Pennsylvania
Lorenzo Martinez of California
Wade Sanders of Nebraska
Bryce Andrew Tekulve of Indiana
Seth Jennines Padgham of Oklahoma
Quentin Michael Hoglund of Virginia
Nolan Thomas Ziegler of Georgia
Josiah Roby Clark of Ohio
Logan Bradley Hand of Oklahoma
Bo Jim Ross II of Oklahoma
Thomas David Hidalgo Sierra of Massachusetts
Ethan Michael Pehrson of Nebraska
Jakob Nikolas Pelfrey of Ohio
Kyle Joseph Cook of Massachusetts
Alexander Mate Beloiu of Northern California
Aidan James Vollmer of Wisconsin
Kaloyan Anthony Hristov, of Massachusetts
Robert T. Holsworth of California
Mason Iizuka Griswold of Indiana
David Williams of California

$500.00 each
Caleb Alexander Malosek of Nebraska
Evan Cole Westermayer of Missouri
We have had an increase of scholarships over the last three years that were submitted. However, part of that was due to Covid and many schools struggled through that. The last two years we have awarded smaller amounts on scholarships but was able to include more applicants. I would like to sincerely thank the committee for their great help and support this year. We congratulate each DeMolay member and wish them the best this coming year. Watch for the scholarship forms for next year and encourage your members to fill out completely and according to the guidelines on the back page of the scholarship application. Incomplete forms will not be accepted.

Respectfully and fraternally submitted,

Cindy Reed,
Committee Chair

Mr. President, I move for the acceptance of this report this 25th day of June, 2022.